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The heatwave has caused forest and peat fires across Russia

FEATURES
Russian Scholar Warns Of 'Secret' U.S. Climate
Change Weapon

July 30, 2010

By Ashley Cleek

As Muscovites suffer record high temperatures this summer, a Russian political scientist has
claimed the United States may be using climate-change weapons to alter the temperatures and crop
yields of Russia and other Central Asian countries. 

In a recent article, Andrei Areshev, deputy director of the Strategic Culture Foundation, wrote, "At the
moment, climate weapons may be reaching their target capacity and may be used to provoke
droughts, erase crops, and induce various anomalous phenomena in certain countries." 

The article has been carried by publications throughout Russia, including "International Affairs," a
journal published by the Foreign Ministry and by the state-owned news agency RIA Novosti. 

In an telephone interview with RFE/RL, Areshev appeared to back off from claims he made in the
article, saying that he was merely positing a theory.

"First of all, I would like to say that what I wrote in that article, even the citations, does not in any
way claim to a be final truth. It is, if you will, speculation, in other words, the definition of an
hypothesis," Areshev said. 

Moscow is currently sweltering under record temperatures. On July 29 Moscow suffered its hottest
day ever, with temperatures hitting 39 degrees. 

But Russia isn't the only country suffering form a heat wave this summer. Indeed, the United States
is also experiencing record temperatures. On July 24, temperatures in Washington, D.C., hit 37.7
degrees, and local weather services issued heat warnings for the first time this summer.   

Areshev agrees that it is also hot in the United States, but notes that the United States is significantly
farther south than Russia, meaning that such high temperatures are not so surprising there. 

The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, however, announced in July that land
and ocean temperatures throughout the world were the highest ever, since they began tracking
global temperatures in 1880. 
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In the article, Areshev voiced suspicions about the High-Frequency Active Aural Research Program
(HAARP), funded by the U.S. Defense Department and the University of Alaska. 

HAARP, which has long been the target of conspiracy theorists, analyzes the ionosphere and seeks
to develop technologies to improve radio communications, surveillance, and missile detection. 

Areshev writes, however, that its true aim is to create new weapons of mass destruction "in order to
destabilize environmental and agricultural systems in local countries." 

Areshev's article also references an unmanned spacecraft X-37B, an orbital test vehicle the
Pentagon launched in April  2010. The Pentagon calls X-37B a prototype for a new "space plane"
that could take people and equipment to and from space stations. Areshev, however, alleges that
the X-378 carries "laser weaponry" and could be a key component in the Pentagon's climate-change
arsenal. 

The Pentagon was not immediately reachable for comment. 

Areshev also cites the U.S. government's effort to use rain and cloud coverage to block the Vietnam
Army's supply routes during the Vietnam War. He insisted, however, that he was not a conspiracy
theorist. 

"My comments were not made in order to accuse the U.S., or any other country, of consciously
influencing Russia," Areshev said. "That would be quite ridiculous."   

Asked whether or not Russia was also experimenting with climate-control methods, Areshev said
since he was not a member of the government, he did not have information about such projects. 
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by: Anonymous from: USA
July 30, 2010 16:53

Reply

LOL! this is truly laughable. I suppose the USA is also responsible for Russian traffic deaths,
Russian drunkeness, and Russia's low birth rate as well right? Areshev appears to be a first-class
moron. I suppose we can believe in conspiracies too. Maybe Russia is responsible for the BP oil
spill,  or the Kalamazoo River oil spill,  or the various droughts that have hit the US in recent years.
Maybe Russia was even behind 9/11? LOL

In Response

by: Paul Harris from: Maryland,USA
August 03, 2010 16:50

Reply

As the first person to figure out the US Military's weather modification project and the only
person on the planet to make successful weather forecasts around the USAF's weather
modification project since 2002. The Russian Scholar is correct to an extent. The US Govt
is responsible for the heat waves across the Central and Southern US since May as their
#1 priority has been to create a ridge of high pressure over the Gulf Oil Spill to create calm
winds to allow clean up activities to occur realitively un-abaited. If one looks at the surface
temperature anomaly map produced by NOAA and then looks at the predominate jet
stream track since May, one would see a clear correlation between the start of the record
heat and where it ends up in Russia. It starts over the Gulf of Mexico, right where the
USAF has built that high pressure since May. Cheers to the Russian Scholar for stepping
up and suggesting this.

In Response

by: Anonymous
August 04, 2010 10:55

I think the military has better things to do right now then engage in such ridiculous
crap.

In Response

by: Anonymous from: Europe
August 09, 2010 03:56

I think it's commendable for you, as an American, to at least give this speculation
some thought. I see some of your fellow Americans making fun of it, but fact is that
the U.S. have been experimenting with "weather weapons" for a very long time, and
the U.S.A.F. have openly admitted that this weather manipulation is on their agenda.

I think the idea is not so far-fetched at all. Of course whether or not they are doing it
on purpose (or if the things we've seen lately or just "side-effects") is another story.
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on purpose (or if the things we've seen lately or just "side-effects") is another story.

In Response

by: Anonymous from: Europe
August 09, 2010 06:54

I think it's pathetic that you, as an allegedly rational human, leap to comclusions not
much more informed than attributing thunder to buffalo galloping across the sky.
Really, the "America is responsible for everything" conspiracy is too stupid to even
waste time thinking about.

In Response

by: Anonymous
August 09, 2010 20:33

If the plausibility exists of an US weather modification project (HAARP for instance),
then it must certainly exist for a Russian one, as well. I have read many articles over
the years of the Russians playing God with the weather over Moscow and other
regions over Russia. If we are talking of conspiracy then why not consider the
possibility of a Russian weather modification gone bad? As far as speculation goes,
this seems more plausible.

In Response

by: chloe from: nw florida
August 17, 2010 13:44

and what drugs are you on????? the gov is NOT tampering with the weather. only
God can do that. get your head out of your nether regions.

In Response

by: Mich from: Canada
August 17, 2010 13:48

What better thngs does the military have to do? Take orders from a corrupt capitalist
government to kill. How noble and purpose driven.

In Response

by: Kimberly from: Canada
August 17, 2010 13:54

Absolutely true, and also true that both/all sides have and use this knowledge. That's
why the scientist steps off of pointing the finger directly at the U.S. because he
knows what is at play here. Not unlike the "foul" that gets called every time one side
or the other has spies that are exposed and every yells, all  the while have spies
themselves. To the ones who say this is just conspiracy, your ignorance is bank to
both sides. If you don't see the inherint power in being able to control the weather,
and so therefore the crops, to cause compliance, then just toddle back off to sleep.

In Response

by: tomservo
August 17, 2010 13:59

Tell me this Paul Harris from MD... How, exactly, does one go about "creating" a
ridge of high pressure in the atmosphere? Use you brain!

In Response

by: Justin from: Dallas
August 17, 2010 14:20

I've heard of HAARP before- I also find it interesting. Remember several years back
when the US invaded Baghdad. I remember the news commentators were going on
and on about the doom and gloom of the /worst/ desert sand storms in 100 years-
and how this was horrible to be trying an attack during these awful storms. Is this
coincidence? ...or was this by design? If you have modern sophisticated weapons -
and your enemy doesn't- bad weather may hinder your army while crippling your
opponent. I don't think the sand storms were a coincidence. 

While I have no direct insight into the HAARP program- I do personally know one
person where her father was in the US NAVY- and it was his job to generate storms.
At least that's what she claims.

In Response

by: Anonymous from: USA
August 17, 2010 14:23

If the US can create ridges of high pressure in the Gulf of Mexico then would not that
high pressure also mitigate the chances of destructive hurricanes entering the Gulf?
If this is the case, as it seems to me to be so, why would they not always block
hurricanes with high pressure systems? 

It simply does not make sense.



In Response

by: joan from: minneapolis
August 17, 2010 14:33

great comment

In Response

by: Dave from: Mexico
August 17, 2010 14:40

I have a weather manipulation device in my pocket! I start thinking naughty thoughts
and it starts getting warm in that region! Fear me, or I may unleash this device upon
the unsuspecting world!

In Response

by: george jetson from: texas
August 17, 2010 14:41

Do you REALLY subscribe to that? If you believe that, then you probably believe
that the black helicopters are coming to take you away for revealing such scandalous
information. ...And let me guess, some "rogue" faction in the USAF that is totally loyal
to Bush is responsible for this. Thus, some how, this is Bush's fault.

Oh, and before I forget, this so called "weapon" is called HAARP. You would fit in
perfect with our conspiracy theorists in the US and the global warming nut cases.
People like this assume that there are no deviations from what they define as the
"average". They don't even consider other factors like the chaotic theory, Maunder
Minimums, and other factors that man has no control over his environment.

In Response

by: Karen from: St. Paul MN USA
August 17, 2010 14:55

Paul, you might want to check and make sure you don't have that tin foil wrapped
around your head just a bit too tightly.

In Response

by: MQBitsko from: Park City, USA
August 17, 2010 15:07

Paranoid much?

In Response

by: Joseph Satinover from: Montreal, Canada
August 17, 2010 15:13

Bravo Andrei Areshev !

In Response

by: Esteban from: Denver
August 17, 2010 15:18

Do you really believe what you just wrote? Do you really think people have control of
the Earth? Grow up. You and the rest of these conspiracy theorists are petulant
children. I will help you with some questions to ask yourself. Look up at the many
galaxies in the sky. Think of where it begins and ends. Then understand this "there is
no beginning or end". If there is start of time and end what was before and what will
be after. Then look at the depth of your life. You will realize no person has any
power.

In Response

by: trev16 from: Canada
August 17, 2010 15:42

I love reading the comments as it amazes me how effective the program has been to
dumb down the citizens of the US and Canada for that matter. All the tin foil
comments etc. just show the ignorance of people who use the Brainwashing system
(TV) for education.

Is it do to their diet or all the prescription drugs or Fluoride or Mercury in vaccines or
a combination of all the above that most people do not have the ability to critically
think anymore.

Haarp----Is it possible to control the weather? Until  someone leaks some confidential
info no one really knows. But to say its crazy is very naive. 

Hopefully people will begin to wake up and stop getting their info from the
propaganda machine (TV) and go to the Internet while it is still there. Many sites to
go to: Infowars.com, trendsresearch.com or read Jesse Venturas latest book.



In Response

by: Jim from: US of A
August 17, 2010 15:50

People are so far out of touch with reality, I fear civilization is doomed. There is no
logic or reason anymore. Now, if some normal and natural random event happens
with a bad outcome…SOMEONE MUST be to BLAME. Ignore the fact that we had
½ dozen or more ice ages…with one of them completely covering the earth. Let
alone the fact that we had much hotter climate 1000 years ago. Let alone that we
had a much longer and hotter summer in the early 1930…we have earthquakes,
volcanoes, hurricanes, tornadoes, calderas…on and on. This is a consequence of
being on a dynamic and alive planet. Get over it. One could make an equally valid
“Theory” that the troubles in Eastern Europe and Asia is a punishment from GOD for
their Godless lifestyles….the two theories are equally based in fact!

In Response

by: Jim Tandy from: Chicago
August 17, 2010 15:52

Mr. Harris, I'll put my response in terms you can surely understand. Cookoo! Cookoo!
Cookoo! 

I also understand that you feel that Barak Obama is responsible for killing
Dumbeldore.

In Response

by: Red Ruffansore from: Obamaha, Nebraska
August 17, 2010 16:42

Loon, put the tin foil covered collander back in the kitchen cabinet before Mom
notices it missing. So many moonbats out there, so little time to insult them all.

In Response

by: flangegpp from: grosse pointe, mich
August 17, 2010 16:57

Um, what about the tropical storms/hurricanes that hit the area/ Not exactly the
models of calm winds. Go huff on some more ChemTrails.

In Response

by: John from: Midwest
August 17, 2010 19:00

When I was in the Air Force in 1980, we were told by the scientists and high ranking
military commanders that the program we were working on, Called Operation
Cloverleaf, was a " global climate control" program and that the U.S. Air Force would
have TOTAL control of the weather worldwide by 2015.

Well back then, 2015 seemed like such a long time away. 

Looks like they are right on schedule or perhaps even a little ahead of their
schedule.

What do you think those Chem Trails are they spray above your heads everyday?
Laughing gas? 

They are chemicals, poisonous ones that, that manipulate the amount of sunlight
reaching the lower atmospheres. These microscopic particles of Barium, Aluminum
and other metals, reflect the sunlight to some degree and given an electrical charge,
can upset the balance of the Earths magnetic field changing ground pressures for
High t0 Low and vice versa.

This isn't even rocket science, it's pretty much 1st year college chemistry and
physics and they are spending billions of our tax dollars every year on it.

And to boot, these chemicals are pretty much deadly to our bodies, but they don't
really care too much about us, do they. It's more about world domination and global
de-population. 

Right now, there are just too many of us to control, about 6 billion too many and the
powers at be are looking for new ways to "thin us out" because engineered viruses
like H1N1, depleted Uranium on our top soil, fluoridated water, aluminum, bovine
rgbh and other injections into our meat and poultry, Aspartame, MSG, High Fructose
Corn Syrup,Cell phone tower Microwave radiation, deadly vaccines, pharmaceutical
drugs, and GMO foods are just not getting the job done fast enough. 

Tha'ts ok though, our governments are doing everything possible to start World War



Tha'ts ok though, our governments are doing everything possible to start World War
III with Iran right now.

You people better wake up and start screaming at your Congress men and women
and go after your local state Reps to put a stop to all this crap and to pull our of
Afghanistan and Iraq. 

They have purposely sent out 90% of our Army, Navy , Marines and National Guard
to other countries just so there isn't a military force her that can stop what they are
getting ready to do.

In Response

by: rgd from: glens falls ny
August 17, 2010 19:09

1st off heck out http://www.haarp.alaska.edu/ the united states admits to weather
manipulation since 1993, so it must have gone on long before. The Haarp array is
run by the dept. of defense and the university of alaska. they can literally produce so
much arual excitement with the ions that the air boils. there are 2 arrays that i know
of, one in alaska and one in norway.

In Response

by: eric from: USA
August 17, 2010 19:13

So... we no longer have to worry about global warming?

In Response

by: Ratt from: Mt. Olive, Louisi-yana
August 17, 2010 20:01

So, basically, you HAART Believers are saying the US Military has created an
enormous microwave machine ? And they are using it ?

In Response

by: Anonymous from: United States
August 17, 2010 20:05

Paul, do not pay attention to the ill-informed office jockeys that will label anything a
conspiracy if it does not fit their preconceived world view. No, America is not
responsible for everything, but they certainly provide their fair share! Weather
modification has always been a sought after goal and will continue to be for years to
come. No one believes the skeptics anymore, we've got the documents, we've got
the information, and you choose to ignore it. Cognitive Dissonance at it's finest!

In Response

by: Harry Pitts from: Washington DC
August 17, 2010 20:21

How's that tin foil hat working for ya?

In Response

by: Chuck from: Chicago
August 17, 2010 20:35

Well, this is no surprise, but the only nation openly bragging about having weather
changing capabilities and experimenting with it is China. They did it during the
Olympics, and they did it numerous times since then. It is no wonder parts of China
and Pakistan are flooding and areas of India have flooded and that Russia is
experiencing extremes in their weather. China is also the worst polluter in that
region. So go to your next door neighbor, China, and tell China to quit fooling around
with the weather. They can't change the weather but they can mess it up for all their
next door neighbors in the region.

In Response

by: Anonymous
August 17, 2010 20:46

Biggest sandstorms seen in a hundred years? You think it was on purpose? Then I
guess the British could control weather when they brought that huge storm bearing
down on the Spanish Armada. LOL. This conversation can never be serious until  all
the morons stop talking. Weather control would be great to have in our arsenal.

In Response

by: Gherkin from: USA
August 17, 2010 20:52

I'm pretty sure Paul posted this tongue-firmly-in-cheek. At least that's how I read it.

In Response



by: Vashra from: hurst, TX
August 17, 2010 21:36

To pick nits, we had record *lows* since May here....and so did California whose low
temps were messing with fruit ripening schedules and so on.

In Response

by: zozo from: kalamazu
August 17, 2010 22:04

"Stimpy, u blithering eeeeeeeeeediot" -- Ren

In Response

by: Joemoma
August 17, 2010 22:47

http://www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1934090,00.html

In Response

by: doG from: USA
August 17, 2010 23:31

I have completed a 'bust busting' ray that will swell Russian women's breasts to
bursting, so they cannot feed their offspring. I am currently developing a male genital
shrinking ray, as well. And now, I know who you are!

In Response

by: jimmie jo from: Texas
August 18, 2010 01:12

Actually is done by slightly tilting the earth's axis. The CIA has a huge gyroscope
about 30 miles west of Chiago that they use to tilt the earth. It is powered by all
those nuk power plants at Joliet. You can see the gyroscope when flying in to
Chicago from the west.. it is housed in a giant round strure that is easy to spot frim
the air. You can also spot the many power lines leading to the site.

In Response

by: Little Green Man from: Earth
August 18, 2010 01:56

Dear God, this is one of the most ridiculous things I've read from you earthlings yet.
Is it not completely obvious that I and my fellow martians are responsible for this?

In Response

by: Chad from: Dayton, OH
August 18, 2010 02:41

TO: chloe from: nw florida You are wrong. It was noted by several international news
papers that China gauranteed good weather for the Olympics. They openly admitted
how they can seed clouds to force rain before it would reach where they did not want
it and essentially rain out a cloud.

In Response

by: Jason
August 18, 2010 03:16

Paul, correlation does not mean causation. Your pseudo intellectual attempt at
weather reporting is self-indulgent and egotistical.

In Response

by: Dan from: Utah
August 18, 2010 04:06

Oh you are so right. They created the high pressure ridge over the Gulf of Mexico by
increasing the water temperature. How did they do that you ask? They ordered all of
their military personnel on the Gulf Coast to piss in the water.

In Response

by: Anonymous
August 18, 2010 04:12

I've been playing with a huge oscillating fan that might be able to blow hurricanes
away from Florida

In Response

by: Anonymous
August 18, 2010 07:44

also did you know that the USAF are sponsoring a new psychological weapon to
fight muslims?! Essentially what it'll culminate in is a new breed of pig that has been
biologically engineered to have the wings of an eagle. Now ordinarily the wings
wouldn't be strong enough to sustain the pig but in this instance the wings have been
enlarged at least 5 times the normal size. The USAF plans to use this new breed to
kamikaze insurgents into submission

In Response



by: not a stupid american from: US
August 18, 2010 08:42

All you have to do is look up in the sky every once in a while and you will see the
weather modification going on right over your head, geez it is that easy. You will see
jet trails being laid down that hang for hours and eventually spread into wispy
clouds...This is not natural. Normal contrails only last for a few seconds or minutes at
most and must be laid down 25,000 to 35,000 feet so they steam can crystallize. The
trails I am talking about are usually laid down from 5,000 to 20,000 feet. If you watch
much at all you will see the standing wave patterns set up for some time less than
an hour and then disappear. This energy comes from somewhere. Get a clue people,
are we really that stupid they can be doing right overhead most days and people do
not see it with their own eyes and call people who do crazy? the plants on this forum
know the truth, that is why they are being paid to write stuff on here to keep the
human livestock stupid. They have to keep it secret because of the liabilities they
cause by playing God with our limited rainfall capacities, places with drought could
sue if the truth ever got out...

In Response

by: Chad from: Hampton, USA
August 18, 2010 10:32

It's true. We even have this weapon that broke off that iceberg off Greenland and we
are sending it to Canada, then to France. You people are taking crazy pills.

In Response

by: Kyle B from: Toronto, Ontario
August 18, 2010 12:03

Well, that increased pressure could be from an increase of heat in that general area.
That heat could be produced by the fact there is endless gallons of oil sitting in the
ocean. Oil is dark in color, so its just like wearing all black clothing, or sitting black
car with black leater interior on a really hot summers day. Also, no doubt are
countries interested in weather manipulation. If were are to ever fix the climate into a
state where the world isnt going to eventually collapse, than its important to research
the appropriate measures to do that.. However, i do not believe the current weather is
a result of any such technology. I believe thats due to plain and simple human
ignorance, luxuries of life, machines of industry, plain old self indulgence. So in the
end, its the world to blame, not Americans

In Response

by: DB from: US
August 18, 2010 13:18

You have got to be kidding. LOL Are you people that gullible. This is hilarious!!!! Only
God has the power to change the climate. I am rolling on the floor, hahahaha. This is
at the height of stupidity. Since when do people on earth have to authority to play
God. Get a life and quit believing in the Media. They are the creators of chaos. This
is hilarious. LOL hahahahaha

In Response

by: Anthony from: Austin Texas USA
August 18, 2010 14:41

The United States Government can't even get the post office working effectively, let
alone a "Climate Weapon". This guy is obviously a Russian government agent. They
are still mad that they lost the Cold War. What an idiot.

In Response

by: Jack from: Dallas TX
August 18, 2010 15:05

All right, the CIA will never admit to it. So, you need to develop your own weapons.
That's just the way it works! You have great scientists as well. Tit for tat is the only
way to play the game. What, your going to let the CIA burn your forests down and
then cry about it? The CIA doesn't care about your tears. They are trying to cut back
the world population without a WWIII. Develop your own weapons and fight back, or
just take it the way it's intended!

In Response

by: gipbrown from: NY - USA
August 18, 2010 15:38

I would just like to add to this - During the Olympics in China, in an effort to ensure
ideal weather, they too engaged in an effort to control the weather which resulted in
some interesting weather conditions and abnormal patterns in the north eastern US.

In Response

by: Brian from: Maine
August 18, 2010 16:40



Why is it so hard to believe they we don't have the technology to change weather? 

We have the ability to deface large landscapes
We have the ability to build artificial islands
We have the ability to extract oil miles beneath the surface
We have the ability to travel into space
We have satellite in space that can see a penny on the ground
We can build nuclear bombs that can wipe out an entire state (nevermind a city)

It only seems logical that humans would want to alter weather if possible, and I'm
sure it's possible. There have been many techniques used to alter rain clouds by
dropping small tablets from planes. Scientist want to put thousands of small mirrors
in space to alter sunlight on the earth. I'm sure if it can be done, it's been done. This
is the 21st century, not the stone age. 

Only a fool would believe that altering the weather is not possible, and a bigger fool
would believe humans wouldn't take advantage of such technology.

In Response

by: Common Sense from: USA
August 18, 2010 17:01

It is true that for many years BOTH the Russians and US have had programs to
influence the weather, whether they were successful or not is too soon to tell. There
are many theories on HAARP, this is just one. The Russians have their own
equivalent machinery. 

In reality, this is just more Cold War rehortic from the Russians. They often make use
of calamities to blame 'those capatilists in the US'. Hence, propaganda appears in
Africa blaming the CIA for aids, propaganda appears in Haiti blaming the US for
earthquakes, and now propaganda appears in Russia blaming the US on the heat
wave. Much is said in the press about the US and CIA and torture tactics. Never
does anyone mention the KGB's long history in that area or mention their
replacement organization.

In Response

by: Sophia  from: Seattle
August 18, 2010 18:40

It is absolutely reasonable to consider such programs - JFK ominously talked about
secret projects to control the weather is speaches 50 years ago. He was POTUS so
he probably knew a thing or two.

It is ABSOLUTE KNOWN FACT that China has successfully experimented with
seeding clouds with silver nitrate to produce rain. Whoever said 'only God can
control the weather,' you have been PROVEN wrong - by China, who is not even
mentioned in this article.

In Response

by: Billy Bob from: USA
August 18, 2010 20:25

There are 4 different HAARP like facilities around the world . Russia. China and
Africa have places to do such research and wars. Here is a link to a good youtube
video, that first aired on the History Channel. It is the first of 4 parts.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFo-ha5eMyc

In Response

by: osama from: flat lands
August 19, 2010 01:32

very kewl keep up the good work u.s. goverment

In Response

by: Katelamb from: USA
August 19, 2010 06:44

I agree. People are quick to think 'conspiracy theory' when anyone says HAARP can
be used for something other than studying the northern lights. LOL! AS IF the USAF
and the USN would jointly build a billion dollar project just to study such a thing. The
patents filed for HAARP are quite interesting, especially the last one. Surprise. The
military develops weapons - fancy that.

Method And Apparatus For Altering A Region In The Earth's Atmosphere,
Ionosphere, And/Or Magnetosphere
Inventors: Eastlund; Bernard J., Spring, TX
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Los Angeles, CA
Issued: Aug. 11, 1987



Issued: Aug. 11, 1987
Filed: Jan. 10, 1985

U.S. Patent 5038664:
Method For Producing A Shell Of Relativistic Particles At An Altitude
Above The Earth's Surface
Inventors: Eastlund; Bernard J., Spring, TX
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Washington, DC
Issued: Aug. 13, 1991
Filed: Jan. 10, 1985

U.S. Patent 4712155:
Method And Apparatus For Creating An Artificial Electron Cyclotron
Heating Region Of Plasma
Inventors: Eastlund; Bernard J., Spring, TX
Ramo; Simon, Beverly Hills, CA
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Los Angeles, CA
Issued: Dec. 8, 1987
Filed: Jan. 28, 1985

U.S. Patent 5068669:
Power Beaming System
Inventors: Koert; Peter, Washington, DC
Cha; James T., Fairfax, VA
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Washington, DC
Issued: Nov. 26, 1991
Filed: Sep. 1, 1988

U.S. Patent 5218374:
Power Beaming System With Printer Circuit Radiating Elements
Having Resonating Cavities
Inventors: Koert; Peter, Washington, DC
Cha; James T., Fairfax, VA
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Washington, DC
Issued: June 8, 1993
Filed: Oct. 10, 1989

U.S. Patent 5293176:
Folded Cross Grid Dipole Antenna Element
Inventors: Elliot; Paul G., Vienna, VA
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Washington, DC
Issued: Mar. 8, 1994
Filed: Nov. 18, 1991

U.S. Patent 5202689:
Lightweight Focusing Reflector For Space
Inventors: Bussard; Robert W., Manassas, VA
Wallace; Thomas H., Gainesville, FL
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Washington, DC
Issued: Apr. 13, 1993
Filed: Aug. 23, 1991

U.S. Patent 5041834:
Artificial Ionospheric Mirror Composed Of A Plasma Layer
Which Can Be Tilted
Inventors: Koert; Peter, Washington, DC
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Washington, DC
Issued: Aug. 20, 1991
Filed: May. 17, 1990

U.S. Patent 4999637:
Creation Of Artificial Ionization Clouds Above The Earth
Inventors: Bass; Ronald M., Houston, TX
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Washington, DC
Issued: Mar. 12, 1991
Filed: May. 14, 1987

U.S. Patent 4954709:
High Resolution Directional Gamma Ray Detector
Inventors: Zigler; Arie, Rishon Le Zion, Israel
Eisen; Yosset, Rishon Le Zion, Israel



Assignees: APTI, Inc., Washington, DC
Issued: Sep. 4, 1990
Filed: Aug. 16, 1989

U.S. Patent 4817495:
Defense System For Discriminating Between Objects In Space
Inventors: Drobot; Adam T., Annandale, VA
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Los Angeles, CA
Issued: Apr. 4, 1989
Filed: Jul. 7, 1986

U.S. Patent 4873928:
Nuclear-Sized Explosions Without Radiation
Inventors: Lowther; Frank E., Plano, TX
Assignees: APTI, Inc., Los Angeles, CA
Issued: Oct. 17, 1989
Filed: June 15, 1987

In Response

by: Justen from: Somewhere
August 19, 2010 14:58

Lulz @chloe, who think it's ridiculous fantasy to imagine people can manipulate
weather but is certain an invisible man in the sky can.

In Response

by: ja bule from: upstate new york
August 19, 2010 16:56

people seem to forget that this planet belongs to a 6000 year old sarraphim and I
agree that jesus is busy on a another planet runing the same game of follow me but
to WHERE

In Response

by: D from: USA
August 17, 2010 13:42

Reply

"Alvin Toeffler has written
about this in terms of some scientists in their laboratories trying to
devise certain types of pathogens that would be ethnic-specific so
that they could just eliminate certain ethnic groups and races; and
others are designing some sort of engineering, some sort of insects
that can destroy specific crops. Others are engaging even in an
eco-type of terrorism whereby they can alter the climate, set off
earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic
waves."
- US Defense Secretary William Cohen
Terrorism, Weapons of Mass Destruction, and U.S. Strategy 
Sam Nunn Policy Forum 
April 28, 1997 University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

In Response

by: Ramboner from: Caracas
August 17, 2010 14:43

Tomservo.
Just 20 short years ago if I told you that in the year 2010 I could take a video of my
dog and show it to 300 million people in less than 15 minutes what would your
response have been ?
Xacktly. Quit acting like a brainwashed AmericanT.
The lack of imagination is what killed the USA.
"There's no NWO, Bilderberger,Bohemian grove, Freemasonry owned govt's blah
blah blah"
You will see the truth sooner than you want to and it wont be what you are expecting
it to be.You've been lied to for thousands of years.

In Response

by: Christia from: Ontario, Canada
August 17, 2010 18:22

We have to become educated as to the technology that exists. How these weapons
are used is up to them. Russia and U.S. have signed aggreements in which they
agreed not to use the technology to send each other earthquakes. Who knows what
they are up to? Reality is indeed stranger than fiction. There are wars taking place
right now with the weather. No need to send troops.

In Response
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by: BackToTheFuture from: US
August 17, 2010 20:52

Ramboner,
You said, "Just 20 short years ago if I told you that in the year 2010 I could take a
video of my dog and show it to 300 million people in less than 15 minutes what
would your response have been ?
Xacktly. Quit acting like a brainwashed AmericanT."

Show a video to 300 million people, yeah we've had that for a while, it is called
"TV".....moron!!! And 30 years ago they said we would have flying cars and robot
servants and floating cities....still  waiting on them. Seriously, just look at the recent
WikiLeaks scandal. If a single disgruntled Army soldier leaked thousands of
documents showing, among other things, footage of 6 people being killed by a
helicopter, how do you think the US could keep a weather weapon that just killed
10,000 Russians secret? You watch too much TV Ramboner, or make that too much
YouTube. You can always trust YouTube. 

In Response

by: jerry from: albany ny
August 18, 2010 00:03

Unless your dog has a human head on it there is no way 300 million people would
look at your dog in 15 years let alone 15 minutes

In Response

by: Denis k from: Albany, new york
August 17, 2010 14:23

Reply

This post is truly the definition of a ignorant person....

In Response

by: fthomascain from: London
August 17, 2010 14:56

Reply

This man is a certifiable nut! He has read too many James Bond novels. LOL! To all you
conspiracy loons - if we had such a capability-does anybody think our ball-less president
would use it?

In Response

by: George from: Australia
August 18, 2010 00:37

I don't think anything is impossible specially if a small percentage of people are trying
to screw up the planet for their own gain. People who think this is a joke should be
labotomised but then again they already are.
Haiti gets earthquakes now they have military bases covering cuba, very convenient.
Pakistan floods to hell and they border afghanistan. How many bases are going to
be biult there. And people wonder why america is broke.
As an Australian I am shocked we still send troops to invade and occupy other
soveriegn countries and the guise of installing a safe government for whom I wonder
specially seeing the curruption of that Karzai bloke. Sending billions of U.S. tax
payer money to Dubai for his mates. Wake up retards.

In Response

by: Littlebirdie from: USA
August 17, 2010 14:56

Reply

Hey y'all, HAARP is real. Do a search and you can see a picture and the sites will explain
what harp is, if you believe the innocent explanation HOWEVER if you really want to
understand how the US Government is manipulating the weather, SINCE 1961-- Search
"WEATHER MODIFICATION" and "GEOENGINEERING". 

Some links will lead you to "CHEMTRAILS" and this term is the term that the 'debunkers'
have been using to confuse the sheeple.

In Response

by: catdancer from: USA
August 17, 2010 17:50

Way to go Littlebirdie! Someone who thinks! People please turn off media noise and
tune into the facts. HAARP is real and it exists! Ask yourselves why it exists. Test
any and all 'conclusions' against the reality of facts!!! Please don't be quick to
denounce what you don't know or understand, instead please do the research!
Please expand your minds to include all the possibilities! It isn't about doom or gloom
or taking away our hope it is about being well informed!!!

In Response

by: booger from: skylab
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August 17, 2010 21:48

Yes just follow the links over to "prison planet" and buy in to all of this guy's facts.
And then of course send him some money. He has no facts just theories, and they
are not that believable.

In Response

by: Anonymous from: United States
August 17, 2010 22:58

What is wrong with you people? Conspiracy Theories are a joke. I guess you also
believe that Roswell was a government cover up of an alien crash landing and "The
Catcher in the Rye" was used by the US Government to activate sleeper cell
assasins to knock off our own presidents and celebrities. Get a grip and dont believe
everything you read on the internet. On second thought, Im a Nigerian Prince and I
need to ask you a favor......

In Response

by: Another One from: Australia
August 18, 2010 02:04

The most amazing thing here is how ignorant most of the comments are. They know
zilch about stuff going on and then make stupid comments about Harris who
obviously does know. Google search people.

In Response

by: haha from: usa
August 17, 2010 15:19

Reply

you sound silly. Do you even know what HAARP is? Dont laugh until  you are hip to
HAARP!!! the 3rd scariest thing ever. 2nd is the collider thingy, the of courese our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ.

In Response

by: Fred  from: USA
August 17, 2010 15:55

Reply

Democrats/Liberals/Nazis/Communists/Progressives, or whatever other names you can
come up with for these cooks, are obviously not the sharpest knives in the drawer.

In Response

by: Informer from: USA
August 17, 2010 16:14

Reply

US Military is DEFINITELY interested in weather modification. The HAARP Naval facility is
online in Alaska and the godfather is Bernard Eastlund, who said: 

"In my opinion, the new technology for use of artificial plasma layers in the atmosphere: as
heater elements to modify steering winds, as a modifier of electrostatic potential to
influence lightning distribution, and for generation of acoustic and gravitational waves,
could ultimately provide a core technology for a science of severe weather modification,"
Eastlund told SPACE.com.

http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/051031_mystery_monday.html

and here's the Navy's brief from their website: 

http://wwwppd.nrl.navy.mil/whatsnew/haarp/

In Response

by: Jason from: USA
August 17, 2010 16:35

Reply

Has anyone on here actually went to the official HAARP website? They acknowledge their
ability to alter the atmosphere. It is totally plausible that this administration is causing the
increase in temperatures. This would help to reignite the global warming debate that is
losing support around the world. Their are many powerful people in our government that
stand to profit billions by enacting a climate change bill in this country.

In Response

by: McWayne from: NYC
August 17, 2010 16:40

Reply

The US is directly responsible for the opium epidemic. Russia has pleaded nonstop with
the UN to stop or at the very least limit the United States–Afghan opium production —
opium the US admits it grows, protects and harvests — at the expense of the US taxpayer.

As far as the United States ability to modify weather, they've been doing it since Vietnam
where they would use rain to wash out roads and flood tunnels. 

13 years ago Bill  Clintons Sec. of Defense William Cohen admitted the ability to "alter the
climate, set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic
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climate, set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic
waves" was possible.

http://www.defense.gov/transcripts/transcript.aspx?transcriptid=674

Guess who owns the largest electromagnetic conductor? The US. It is called HAARP.

In Response

by: Bernard from: Manhatten, Ks
August 17, 2010 17:34

Reply

This story is true. I have seen the weapon and indeed it was test fired at Russia. It is
called the Baboon Ass Gun. And obviously, you can see that it works.

In Response

by: Korean-Russian
August 18, 2010 17:01

The weapon you say about is located on Russian TV and has different names
Posner, Mlechin, Svanidze... And in Russian government - Gaidar, Chubais,
Nemtsov. Also, don't forget your american support of Alcoholic-president Eltsin,
democrat, that hired tanks to shoot the legitimate parlament.

In Response

by: MO from: USA
August 17, 2010 18:00

Reply

US government officials admitted a long time ago that we do indeed have the ability to
modify weather and can use this ability as a form of weapon. 
Not at all saying this heat wave in Russia is a result of weather interference on anyone's
part, but how about researching the matter before you comment (which you clearly have
not done)?

In Response

by: jo bob from: fl
August 17, 2010 18:20

Reply

your a fool. it seems to me they got to your soul allready. is your name jo bob rednek. you
need to do alot of research my blind friend wake the f up.

In Response

by: Pam Mcdermott from: uSA
August 17, 2010 18:54

Reply

If anyone feels the US is not capable of messing with the weather or creating earthquakes,
they need to research HAARP...easy as that. If one chooses to ridicule rather than learn,
that's their choice. As an American, I am heartsick over what has transpired in Russia; the
fires and the intense destruction they will cause.

In Response

by: escapefromobamastan from: Dallas
August 17, 2010 19:06

Reply

In March 2005 the senator that supposedly represents me introduced "Weather
Modification Research and Technology Transfer Authorization Act of 2005 (S.517), 1st
Session, 109th Congress, on the floor of the U.S. Senate. The bill would establish the
Weather Modification Operations and Research Board to overlook weather modification
research.

On December 8, 2005, the bill was placed on the Senate Legislative Calendar under
General Orders. Calendar No. 319.[2]" I don't believe this bill passed but if it was
introduced into the Senate you can bet it's been done behind the scene for years. It is also
forbidden by the U.N. to use weather modification as a "weapon" - Resolution 31/72, TIAS
9614 Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental
Modification Techniques. This was adopted back in 1976. Also, just doing an internet
search for "weather modification patents" can be very enlightening.

http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?
title=Weather_Modification_Research_and_Technology_Transfer_Authorization_Act_of_2005

Americans had better wake up and "brain up" before it's too late. 

Weather modification exists.

In Response

by: john from: Midwest
August 17, 2010 19:07

Reply

Perhaps you should stop laughing and start educating yourself or are you some kind of
government plant? 
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We know the CIA and DIA spend millions every year on salaries for people like you to just
sit in front of the computer on forums like this trying to confuse issues or right our denying
the truth.

Fact is, Mr. Anonymous, we have figured it out. And if you are NOT a government plant,
which I find HIGHLY unlikely at this point, then you're just a fool and let's face it, an idiot
AND one that is in the minority in this country.

88% of the population say they do NOT trust the government as far as they could throw
your fat( most likely) ass. So well go figure the rest out for yourself.

Thanks for coming!

In Response

by: Mike Christopher from: Hell on Earth Florida
August 17, 2010 19:38

Reply

Anonymous posts are laughable as is the brain power of the defective unit who posted it.

In Response

by: Dick from: ca
August 17, 2010 19:38

Reply

Anonumous: Your ignorance is whats laughable. You would have a harder time proving
such a weapon doesn't exist than proving it does, especially after it's already bee admitted,
old news, but I am glad to hear this "scholar" warns others of the same weapon the
Russians, Chinese and others also posses. Do some research before you LOL at facts
and make yourself look as dumb as you sound.
Chloe comment: Seems your taking far to much of the dumbing down drugs by stating the
Gov is "NOT" when they have already admitted THEY are. Just concentrate on something
more to your intelligence level like the Simpsons.

In Response

by: Najh Plovek from: India
August 17, 2010 20:00

Reply

You crazed tin foil hat wearing conspiracy theorists are nuts! 911 was NOT and inside
JOB and JFK was killed by a lonely gunman! Vaccines and mercury are good for you and I
want MORe fluoride and lithium in my water supply! Your birthers and truthers are afraid of
the TRUTH from Dr. Michael Shermer and Dr. James Randi and Penn and Teller's "Bulls--
it!" show that shows how crazy you conspiracy nuts are!! No government would ever harm
their own people or experiment on them or alter the weather with any device if they could
HAARP is imaginary!!!!!!

In Response

by: Sophia  from: Seattle
August 18, 2010 21:11

Najh says, "No government would ever harm their own people or experiment on
them..."

Um, really? You cannot be serious... This is widely known to be untrue.

In Response

by: wayne pacific from: san diego
August 17, 2010 20:30

Reply

Y0u are obviously one of the 855,000 Americans employed by the national security
establishment. They must have fellow like you that monitor all the political web sites and
them ridicule any allegations of a significant nature. Or you are the classical example of a
fool.

In Response

by: EyesWideOpen from: Australia
August 17, 2010 20:49

Reply

USAF 'Owning The Weather 
By 2025' -

WEATHER AS A FORCE MULTIPLIER: OWNING THE WEATHER IN 2025 
MILITARY APPLICATIONS OF WEATHER MODIFICATION 

In 2025 US aerospace forces can "own the weather" by capitalizing on emerging
technologies and focusing development of those technologies to warfighting applications.
Such a capability offers the warfighter tools to shape the battlespace in ways never before
possible. It provides opportunities to impact operations across the full spectrum of conflict
and is pertinent to all possible futures. The purpose of this paper is to outline a strategy for
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the use of a future weather modification system to achieve military objectives rather than
to provide a detailed technical road map. 

A high risk/high reward endeavor, weather modification offers a dilemma not unlike the
splitting of the atom. While some segments of society will always be reluctant to examine
controversial issues such as weather modification, the tremendous military capabilities that
could result from this field are ignored at our own peril. From enhancing friendly operations
or disrupting those of the enemy via small-scale tailoring of natural weather patterns, to
complete dominance of global communications and counter-space control, weather
modification offers the warfighter a wide range of possible options to defeat or coerce an
adversary. 

Technology advancements in five major areas are necessary for an integrated weather
modification capability: (1) advanced nonlinear modeling techniques, (2) computational
capability, (3) information gathering and transmission, (4) a global sensor array, and (5)
weather intervention techniques. Some intervention tools exist today and others may be
developed and refined in the future. 

Current technologies which will mature over the next thirty years will offer anyone who has
the necessary resources the ability to modify weather patterns and their corresponding
effects, at least on the local scale. Current demographic, economic, and environmental
trends will create global stresses that provide the impetus necessary for many countries or
groups to turn this weather modification ability into a capability. In the US, weather
modification will likely become a part of national security policy with both domestic and
international applications. Our government will pursue such a policy, depending on its
interests, at various levels. These levels could include: unilateral actions, participation in a
security framework such as NATO, membership in an international organization such as
the UN, or participation in a coalition. Assuming that in 2025 our national security strategy
includes weather modification, its use in our national military strategy will naturally follow.
Besides the significant benefits an operational capability would provide, another motivation
to pursue weather modification is to deter and counter potential adversaries. 

In this paper we show that appropriate application of weather modification can provide
battlespace dominance to a degree never before imagined. In the future, such operations
will enhance air and space superiority and provide new options for battlespace shaping
and battlespace awareness. "The technology is there, waiting for us to pull it all  together;"
in 2025 we can "Own the Weather." 

In Response

by: Cassandra from: West Indies
August 17, 2010 21:10

Reply

There are many mysteries the US has. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GSF_Explorer 

What was actually going on in the Gulf that the US didn't want anyone to see? And why
did the 200 million barrels of oil disappear?

In Response

by: Tracey from: Texas
August 17, 2010 21:22

Reply

Yes! We do have a new weapon. its called A.L.G.O.R.E.

In Response

by: A Renshaw from: Vancouver, Canada
August 17, 2010 21:27

Reply

From many of the comments here doubting the ability of the HAARP research conducted
over 30 years...the ignorance displayed is truly astounding.
For those who need real info and research..go to Tom Beardons website and read up on
scalar weapons or shut-up..!!!!!

In Response

by: Anonymous from: USA
August 17, 2010 21:40

Reply

If you believe it to be impossible, wake up from your ignorance. You can find the patents
owned by the government. 

I conveniently link one here for those of you unable to find information on the net.
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?
Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=4,686,605.PN.&OS=PN/4,686,605&RS=PN/4,686,605

In Response
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by: Michael from: Florida
August 17, 2010 22:45

Reply

Yes, the USA does have weather weapons. They have been declassified.
Watch out folks. There are gov Trolls are here trying to make you doubt the USA is using
weather weapons through their very weak comments.

In Response

by: Anonymous
August 18, 2010 00:29

Reply

Its public information provided by the USAF in 1975. "We will own the weather by the turn
of the century" I believe was the quote.

In Response

by: magiceyes from: NYNY
August 18, 2010 02:55

Reply

The first comment is always someone from one of the alphabet Co. And yes it takes
billions of $ too have that many people watching every comment and our military budget
proves this. The truth is the US is a rogue state. We don't print our own $... We receive a
debt instrument and trade debt with each other people! We are debt slaves and have been
since 1916 when the Federal Reserve was swindled into place. Just ask yourself, why
would they call it Federal reserve when it's not Federal?? To fool you fool! Only the
internet 100 years later has cracked that scam.. The U.S. has in a "state of emergency"
since the 1930's which FDR implemented and it is how they have bypassed the
constitution. The nazis did the same crap at the same time! Wake up!

In Response

by: Geoff Pace from: Utah
August 18, 2010 04:18

Reply

Not so fast in countering this Rusky's position. It is a known fact that the USA has had this
HAARP (That's High Frequency Active Auroral Research Project)
in action since the early days of the fall of the USSR.
Based in Gakona, Alaska, HAARP is a mega antenna field the size of several football
fields in the wooded marshlands of central Alaska. It's purpose is to experiment with the
atmospheric conditions through triangulation of its ELF (Extra Low Frequencies) to a
satellite in space and a ship at sea. By doing so, they can heat up the atmosphere or any
point on the earth , under the earth or under the ocean waters. There have been
allegations of this project being so advanced in its ability to conduct its energy experiments
that it has heated up the seas, changed the course of El NIno and La Nina, even directing
the eye of hurricanes (Katrina anyone? ) and creating underground and sea vibrations that
could crack Tectonic plates and create devastating earthquakes and sea quakes (Tsunami
2004 anyone?)

Check out Nick Begich's "Angels Don't Play this HAARP" It cam eout in the 1990s.

In Response

by: AJ from: Asia
August 18, 2010 04:43

Reply

Guys and gals,

Hate to break it to you, but this stuff ain't new!

The UN treaty is called 
"CONVENTION ON THE PROHIBITION OF MILITARY OR ANY OTHER HOSTILE USE
OF ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFICATION TECHNIQUES APPROVED BY THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED NATIONS ON 10 DECEMBER 1976".

The treaty was in effect from at least 27 October 1978.

In Response

by: bdiddy from: jackass
August 18, 2010 05:04

Reply

Crazy...maybe. Do your homework on HAARP. There are 4 stations in the world. Russia
has one. We have two in Alaska. Can direct an incredible amount of RF, and has been
said to push the ozone layer up, and alter the jet stream. West coast record cold...east
coast record hot. Think...don't be a useful idiot.

In Response

by: ICAH from: PHOENIAJG
August 18, 2010 06:37

Reply

ALL HONOR DUE 2 MST HI*
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IF HUMANS WORKED A CARE, THE REST OF THE WORLD WOULD BE FREED! THE
GRINCH, NEVER STOLD CHRISTMAS"IT WAS I SIC OF DEVIANCE! I C THE WORLD
HAS GOTTEN A LITTLE CREEPY, I LOVE HUMANS LIKE MY OWN LITTER, 9 MILLOIN
WAYS TO STAY ALIVE, BUT 1 TO GO ON! HEAVEN IS MINE ORDINATION.... THE
CONNECTION IS U, BUT TO C A SLAVE SITTN ON THE THRONE OF LIVE ON EARTH,
IZ 2 C HELLS FACE IN YOUR LOCAL MIRROR. U DETURMIN YOUR OWN DESTINY. I
C THE WHITE, I C HUSSIEN. BP ANT ON HIS HANDS BUT THE BURNING BUSH IZ
INSIDE A HUMAN ORGANIZM NYGJAH! EGYPT IZ A HI HAT TO A CAT CI HONOR!
NUMBER 7 DIDNT DESERVE TO B PLAYED FOOLISH, AND GHOD MADE THIS 1 A
HIGHT. IBLESSINGBOI

In Response

by: Kirk J from: Illinois
August 18, 2010 12:32

Reply

Just because you cant or wont believe in something doesnt make it impossible or untrue.

In Response

by: Anonymous
August 18, 2010 16:10

Reply

Living close to the gulf coast I can assure you that the USA had nothing to do with a ridge
of hig pressure. A dome of high pressure forms every summer and is so powerful that it
will deflect a hurricain. causes 100 degree + days and no wind. EVERY YEAR this
happens

In Response

by: clayton from: california
August 18, 2010 17:11

Reply

The religious fanatic in Lake County, Ms. Lucifer, organized religion, the elite, the reptilian
illigitimates, each and every one of the lower astral. Damn their collective Spirit to the
Avichi Hell for all of the eternities.

In Response

by: JOHN CHURUILLA from: ORLANDO FLORIDA
August 18, 2010 21:32

Reply

those who think this is not true think again , U.S has been working on this for YEARS!!!!
since the 60,s the united states of america is a snake bitten evil empire ran by a bunch of
hell bound crooks , idiots like George Soros , Al Gore , the Clintons , Bushes, Rothchilds ,
Rockerfellers and a bunch other new world order crooks over seas , lets not for get the
Federal Reserve , banking industry ,... all  of these people and who are linked with them
and there are many those sons of bitches are headed fast for hell. Americans are as
stupid as there asses , they keep sucking down and gulping down poison food and water
and listening to lying political leaders and media ,.. Americans keep there head in the
sands and turn there head the other way when some one tells them the truth . Americans
do not talk politics and religon , the Churches of America have been silenced since 1957
IRS bill 5013c , many main stream faiths sign this tax exemption that does not allow a
pastor to talk about political matters from his pulpit . yes , churches traded truth for money
. the good and faithful side are dummies and can not believe our country leaders would do
such terrible things AMERICANS are in for a big surprise .

In Response

by: Anymoav from: Uzbekistan
August 19, 2010 06:32

Reply

Wow...people we have to start being real and stop Attributing our weakness to the system,
how much do we actually know? How many times have we lied to? And then how many
times is it covered up? things are happening that are stastically almost impossible to
occur! do we just accept our fate or do we begin to educate ourselves about the system
that directs our very lives? I say the for
er... An idea is the greatest weapon too, so anybody got any ideas?

In Response

by: anonymous
August 19, 2010 13:33

Reply

http://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf

In Response

by: Christine from: Boston
August 19, 2010 19:38

Reply

Well said

In Response

by: Lanosrep  from: undisclosed
August 19, 2010 22:05

Reply
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Just because you're paranoid, doesn't mean they aren't out to get you. I suggest that
everybody wakes up to the truth. Don't be mindless zombie drones. Look up at the sky. All
you have to do is observe, and you will see none of this is far fetched at all.

In Response

by: Anonymous from: Canada
August 20, 2010 03:35

Reply

If you did any research on the subject, you would find weather mods have been around for
along time...before aircraft. As far as Military getting control of the weather being
laughable??? Keep drinking the water cool guy. yeah and that just plane exhaust.
America has a rael problem thats all I got to say.

by: Ray F. from: Lawrence, KS
July 30, 2010 21:23

Reply

For those who understand Russian and enjoy conspiracy theories, check out the video at: 
http://kiberbob2000.livejournal.com/99779.html
The 'Great Satan' just got hotter!

In Response

by: Igor from: Russia
August 01, 2010 09:17

Reply

Yes. I shall simply tell is a genetics of a weak brain which always wishes to accuse the
clever and democratic person of the sins. The effect of the cretin with feeble-minded legal
system simply searches so guilty. In Russia not so long ago broadcast film about
hydrocarbonic "cretin" the person. And as consequence has come to reap time
hydrocarbonic bonuses in the form of thermal effect. Take and try to lead an exhaust pipe
of the car to a premise and sweep up rise in temperature. Simply due to destruction of
clever and decent people in Russia the feeble-minded and corrupted system of today's
Russia does not remain fair and as consequence of clever people which could resist to
hydrocarbonic ruling cretins. Simply feeble-minded corrupted legal system of cretins of
authority in Russia has destroyed decent and clever people. In fact only the clever and
decent person could solve problems in Russia. And it too to name usual clients of a
madhouse a satan - they it is simple cretins.

In Response

by: Anonymous
August 04, 2010 07:13

Igor, your post is a shame for us - please learn some English before leaving your
comments. *Just a guy from Russia/Belarus*

In Response

by: Steve from: US
August 17, 2010 13:53

heeeee.....heee..........IGOR, fetch the brain!

In Response

by: vipero from: usa
August 17, 2010 19:59

Ouch ouch ouch...reading that tripe was painful. My brain hurts now...

In Response

by: Doom from: USA
August 17, 2010 22:20

Got Nail on the head brother,
- no heads in Rus anymore (not like there were too many (((,
"Head's are "made" by Hands", - so, no Hands either, ...
All dead or left (((,
plenty "patriotic" Nothings !!!, - Мразь (

In Response

by: Steven from: USA
August 17, 2010 23:10

Igor,I have no russian,but I understand your comment in the English you used.The
powerful are incestous and have been so for thousands of years as another post
alluded to.The destruction of all people except the elite is of no concern to them as
long as more power is theirs in the end.We are all cretins as you say,the war has
lasted for thousands of years, it is in the end a spiritual war and faith our only
weapon

In Response

by: Sarah from: San Diego
August 18, 2010 00:57

Um, I don't think Google translate worked very well for you here...
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In Response

by: Steve Richards from: Texas
August 18, 2010 03:23

WOW !! Your English is bad. Bad. Better than my Russian, but only a little.

In Response

by: Dave from: Jerzey, USA
August 18, 2010 22:09

Insert stupid, self-righteous & not so well thought out comment here.

by: Alexandre Kappaun from: Brazil
July 30, 2010 23:13

Reply

Have that Russian scientist gone crazy? Or is it possible that such a weapon really exist? Until
someone proves me so, I think it is a conspiracy theory, nothing more than that.

In Response

by: Mike from: USA
August 17, 2010 14:24

Reply

This is not total conspiracy theory.
There are UN treatiest AGAINST climate modification weapons.

If it weren't possible, why a UN treaty against it?

In Response

by: Ryan from: USA
August 17, 2010 15:06

Reply

Check out HAARP in Alaska, it has the ability to heat up the ionosphere by firing a
concentrated beam of energy directly into it. The technology was actually developed by
Croatian engineer Nikola Tesla.

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has their hands on it too which is
NOT a good thing. They are responsible for creating some of the most devastating
technologies that our military uses today. 

links:
www.haarp.alaska.edu
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Frequency_Active_Auroral_Research_Program

In Response

by: Pete from: UK
August 17, 2010 22:46

Hi Ryan from USA 
Wasn't Tesla a Serb?

In Response

by: Joe from: Gakona, Alaska
August 18, 2010 03:31

Check out HAARP? Nahh... much more fun call people here moonbats

In Response

by: Geno from: USA
August 18, 2010 05:19

How can the Russians complain about the US controlling the weather when they
were the first to use scalar technology on mother earth way before our scientific
community even knew what the hell was hitting us. They are years ahead of us and
we should be very thankful of Israel protecting our backside from the commie rats. I
say to hell with Putin and his KGB rats. I hope they all fry in hell if on this earth or the
future. Everyday I see new chemtrails which must be part of the bigger picture to
help us protect America. To our military I salute your efforts to keep us safe from the
commies who have cleverly disguised themselves. The last time I looked the still
have the red star on their forehead.

In Response

by: 3B2 from: USA
August 17, 2010 23:47

Reply

What is wrong with you people?! HAARP does exist. The patents and it's uses are
available online. Anyone with more than 2 minutes can look them up. The son of the
inventor has been interviewed many times and those too are in the public domain. By the
way, tin foil doesn't work so well, try mylar! Much more comfy

by: Mark
July 31, 2010 11:05

Reply

What can you say after that? Lunatics have always been in abundance in Russia...no news there.
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by: Aleida from: Arecibo Observatory
July 31, 2010 16:10

Reply

In March 26, 2008, MR. Peter Theeter, Director of the Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency, DARPA, informed the US Congress that Sleight of HAND, SOH, was taking place. This is
at page 22 of his report. SOH is an outgrowth of HAARP according to page 254 of DARPA's
annual budget for 2005. The goal of SOH is to inject very low frequency radiation at the Arecibo
Geomagnetic Conjugate Point with Aregentina. WHY?
Because in 1958 Project Argus, a series of nuclear detonations in the high atmosphere
contaminated the Van Allen Belts with nuclear radiation in the South Atlantic. Now, that radiation is
destroying the circuits of satellites. HAND stands for High Altitude Nuclear Detonation. The goal is
to "clean" the mess. It is being cleaned over our heads, crops, hospitals, schools, etc. A CRIME.
An act of ECOTERRORISM. Against the whole planet.
My hometown is being used for the "cleaning" . Here is the document:
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/20870176/Ionospheric-Effects-Caused-by-4075-kHz-Whistler-mode-
Waves-over. The grants for operating are Grant ONR-N00014-05-1-0109 and N00014-7-1-0999
of HAARP at Massachusetts Air Force Base. 
I'm not a conspitationist theorist. I just read. also, I observe the environment around me. There is
unusual heat during the night. 
Everyday we have chaff, that is a metallic compund to alter the atmosphere. We challenged the
Arecibo Observatory personnell. Mr. Robert Kerr, Director of the National Artmospheric and
Ionosphere Center admitted in August 3, 2007 that the US Department of Defense is in Arecibo.
This information is posted at www.naic.edu in that date. The radar's military name is National
Atmospheric and ionosphere Center. There is a military base.
Puerto Ricans are the only people in the world that have attacked the US Congress. We are the
only ones to destroy 11 planes in a base in a military operation. We are the only ones to have
used human bodies as shields to protect our island of Vieques from contiuos bombimg. They had
to leave Vieques and Roosevelt Roads. We are not conspiracionist. We are people struggling for
freedom from colonialism.
And a colonial state is what is going to be imposed over humanity if you don't read, learn, and
struggle. 
The term conspirationist theory is developed to get people to dismiss what is really happening. If
you study their budgets you don't have to digress into whether it is an accurate information.
HAARP is a conspirationist theory that has swalowed well over 250 million dollars? What a
conspiration!!

In Response

by: TJ from: Southern California
August 17, 2010 13:43

Reply

My compliments to you Aleida. Puerto Rico should have had full states rights many years
ago. I served in Vietnam with guys from there. Brave guys. And the people of Puerto Rico
deserve better treatment from Washington DC. I don't really buy into conspiracies. Many
people here on the mainland still insist that Bush conspired to do 911. Feeble minds.
Could be the years of hard drugs. or the effects of isolation, living under tin foil and eating
food cooked in tin foil. China is far ahead of us in developing eco "weapons" so to speak.
They have been using technologies to produce rain for their people. The results were the
floods that required them to open the locks at their worlds largest dam they just finished.
Coincidence? I think not. We know they wanted the dam filled to test the capacity, and the
"sudden rains" allowed that to happen in a few days. As for the high pressure off the Gulf
during the cleanup, if that were even remotely true that the current administration did such
a thing, there would be a revolt from the people who supported him because of the
extreme betrayal. And it would undermine all civil control nation wide. So, I doubt this
happened. IMHO

In Response

by: Charlie from: France
August 18, 2010 05:03

Thanks Aleda!
Really interesting news you give to us. There is so much people they see only not to
far before the noze and walk everyday like donkey running for carrot.
So I'm a bloody french with open mind who well know how people can be manipulate
and controled with biazed news. HARRPS, Tesla device, weather manipulation for
military purpose are in the agenda for now and so on. We not talking about a specific
country using this technology because each nuclear power havent done their
research (USA, Russia, France, etc). Everebody knows about the fact if they could
produce weather change, they can control. So for the others they don't believe in
weather control, stop watching CNN and start open your minds! The real world is not
what you see.

Charlie BGood

In Response
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by: Donald Duck from: USA
August 17, 2010 13:58

Reply

Do you keep your tin foil helmet next to your bed too?

In Response

by: viper from: usa
August 17, 2010 19:53

Reply

Uhh I hate to destroy your whole theory but there is no such place as Massachusetts Air
Force Base.

In Response

by: Rik from: Middle of Nowhere,Squared
August 19, 2010 01:33

It's called Hanscom AFB. Recognize a typo when you see one.

In Response

by: Aaron from: Akron
August 17, 2010 19:54

Reply

Whats a Conspiration?

In Response

by: RiK from: Middle of Nowhere,Squared
August 19, 2010 01:35

It's called a mistranslation from someone whose dialect is Puerto Rican, not
impulsive American English.

by: rick from: milan
July 31, 2010 23:18

Reply

Study Tesla 
and what Russian and Usa try to do with her studies 

Then we speak about "fantasy"

In Response

by: Andrew from: Austin TX
August 17, 2010 15:03

Reply

"her studies"? Tesla is a Man.... not a woman.

In Response

by: Jason Crocker from: Albany, New York
August 17, 2010 17:57

The poster is not referring to Tesla with "she." Russia is called "Rodina" or
"Motherland" by it's natives. At one time Americans also referred to their country as a
"she."

In Response

by: LocalYokle from: USA
August 18, 2010 00:25

Regardless of any misused pronoun the Tesla Effect has been around for a hundred
years.
Tesla had 200 US patents and demonstrated the effect of low frequency directed to
the ionosphere in 1908. Because of the potential of his discovery he distributed the
data involved in the phenomena in five parts to the US and four European powers. In
1977 a number of Tesla designed coil devices manufactured in the USA were sold to
the USSR to be powered by one or more of its Kama River hydroelectric plants.
Their system created a magnet field high in the atmosphere causing the jet streams
to alter course and push unseasonal cold fronts across Alaska and into central USA.
For some strange reason such a front became known as a Siberian Express. Sorry
Areshev but Sputnik wasn't their last first and Washing knew it was coming too.

In Response

by: Rik from: Middle of Nowhere,Squared
August 19, 2010 01:40

Tesla proved in 1908? Wasn't the Tunguska blast in June of 1908?

by: Jeff from: USA
August 01, 2010 13:46

Reply

Its true!!! The U.S. has secretly released millions of cattle into the Russian wildernes. The cows
have been genetically altered to release up to 500 precent more "methane" when they pass gas.
In two years, Russia will be a barren waste land.

In Response

by: Don Don from: Texas
August 18, 2010 00:21

Reply
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LMAO Jeff-brilliant!

In Response

by: Buddy from: New York
August 18, 2010 03:35

Reply

LOL!

What a bunch of crack pots... gotta go, American Idol is back on!

by: T.Laurence
August 01, 2010 16:34

Reply

Before the Sichuan quake: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzVamNQzfYA
and: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_XELVP94GQ&feature=related

some commenters cite this document:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/3436120/UN-1976-Weather-Weapon-Treaty

If it seemed plausible in 1976, why is it so hard to believe now

also what many believed were ufo's are believed to be weather phenomenon
:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ax0KDUlaY4

by: Konstantin from: Los Angeles
August 03, 2010 05:57

Reply

To Anonimous from USA, on your head is burning hater!
Probably not for fires in Russia and Asia, but deny-ability
That USA always use, if one complains about any matter.
If I protest plagiarizm, Americans say "conspiracy theory!" 

As for the weather - Global Warming is coming, Russia!
Whether USA using the "HARP" or not, it is your harvests.
Your hate harvest anger not only from sitting on parasha
In prisons of consiousness - not only from crusified best.

The Nature's and God's anger upon the Human Gusnak
That plagiarizing the blessed that thus didn't want create
What they should and would, being accepted with grace.
Selebrate Gusnak your plagiaristic fist, the Nature nuks!

Konstantin.

In Response

by: Anonymous from: USA
August 03, 2010 16:28

Reply

Konstantin is an awful poet and has way too much to say,
He thinks he can make his point from a computer in LA,
He likes to make his crazy rhymes to keep responders away,
He must not really have a life if it’s all he does all day!

Russia, as we’ve all been told is a fine democracy,
But yet one day it will be the truth that we will see,
Imperial ambitions and brute power are what’s really in disguise,
While the Kremlin brainwashes the entire world with all of its lies!

Me, I like to post messages to shed light on all those lies,
It seems nobody regarding Russia wants to criticize,
So I’ve taken it upon myself to tell the world they’re being deceived,
When people finally change their minds, I will finally be relieved.

I’m a better poet,
And now you know it,

Touché Konstantin? (lol)

In Response

by: Billy Bob Shakespeare from: Stratford on Buttr'dToast
August 18, 2010 03:55

I liked of Konstantin's the better - the lines make do create pretty straight rectangles
and it's rather indicative of the emotional insanity of apeisht human conditionality
program leverage. Yours just rhymes. Who can't do that? Fat. Cat. Bat. Rat. See?
Easy.

In Response
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by: Anonymous
August 18, 2010 04:39

I am a poet
and my feet show it. 
they are Longfellows
and smell like the Dickens.

In Response

by: dam from: Tampa
August 17, 2010 15:48

Reply

Konstantine, meet Igor.

In Response

by: Chuck from: Texas
August 17, 2010 21:52

Dam, Thats almost the funniest thing I have read in this thread. Probably be a whole
lot funnier if some of these people could complete a sentence and quit drinking the
Kool-Aid. This Russian "scientist" has definitely been effected by the heat. Get that
man some water please!

In Response

by: Stephen from: Strafford, VT
August 17, 2010 16:07

Reply

Take a deep breath, Konstantin...
Seek some counseling, also talk to a nutritionist...you probably have a B and D vitamin
deficiency. Lastly...get the hell out of Los Angeles, CA..and move to Vermont...it will be
restorative to your body and your soul..and you will be able to trust and depend upon your
neighbor...share ideas, food, comradeship...without fear. California is doomed. Vermont is
what America is all about!!!
Stephen, retired Navy carrier pilot, spook, linguist, astronomer, mediator.

In Response

by: Don Don from: Texas
August 18, 2010 00:25

Reply

To Konstantin in L.A.:
That must be some good stuff you smoke there! Have they legalized it and now sell it on
the street-if not they should! Don't stop livin' the dream-420!!!

by: Senjo
August 04, 2010 01:38

Reply

You are all giving the USG credit for far more competence than it is truly capable of. They couldn't
stop the underpants bomber, who was practically handed to them by his father, do you really think
they can alter the planet's weather? But I'm sure Fox News would love to host him. Puh-leez.

In Response

by: Anonymous from: USA
August 04, 2010 13:30

Reply

Good point Senjo. I guess we Americans should be flattered that other people in the world
think we are more powerful than we really are. With growing debts, deficits and
joblessness, and a lack of good leadership, it is better to be feared than to scoffed at
knowing that we cannot disagree.

In Response

by: Sophia  from: Seattle
August 18, 2010 19:20

Senjo,
They didn't WANT to stop the underpants bomber. What they WANTED was
something they could point at to justify their naked body scanners. From this point of
view, they GOT exactly what they WANTED.

In Response

by: EyesWideOpen from: Australia
August 17, 2010 21:06

Reply

The ignorance of many here is astounding, better to put ones head in ones *@$$ than to
face the possibility that such things exist. I find it more than a litle coincidental that the
US/Israel is possibly just days away from attacking Irans peaceful nuclear facilities in
another grab for resources and strategic real estate and simultaneously the three coutries
most likely to respond (Russia, China, Pakistan) are ALL experiencing weather related
mega disasters. There are no coincidences in politics, if it happens it is meant to happen
simple as that. HAARP exists and its capabilities are well documented, to all those to
afraid to face up to that possibility, go back to sleep, put your head back in your @$$ or
go back to watching the football, your comments here are reflective of your ignorance
only.
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In Response

by: beans from: USA
August 18, 2010 02:43

Reply

You are confusing the civilian USG with the military. Do not underestimate the reach of the
USAF, they don't after all just fly planes.

In Response

by: john from: mass
August 18, 2010 20:15

What about the chem trails its to cause a green house fx to get the carbon taxes

In Response

by: Aileen Aranzamendez Large from: Princeton, NJ
August 19, 2010 15:09

Unlike most of you who are using alias, the above is my real name and my real
location. UNFORTUNATELY, I AM A TARGETED VICTIM OF DIRECTED ENERGY.
I HAVE NO CHOICE BUT TO BELIEVE THE conpiracy theorists about what the US
Military plans to achieve in 2025. Please read up on HAARP, BOOZ ALLEN,
LOCKHEED MARTIN, DR. JOHN NORSEEN, MICHAEL AQUINO, JOHN B.
ALEXANDER, etc. before any of you discredit us or are you working for covert. How
I wish the international community will gang up and expose HAARP AND
EVERYTHING IT'S CONNECTED TO.

May you be tortured too when you reply to discredit me. Next time, use your real
name.
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